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Abstract
Dynamic binary translation (DBT) can provide security, virtualiza-
tion, resource management and other desirable services to embed-
ded systems. Although DBT has many benefits, its run-time perfor-
mance overhead can be relatively high. The run-time overhead is
important in embedded systems due to their slow processor clock
speeds, simple microarchitectures, and small caches. Thispaper ad-
dresses how to implement efficient DBT for ARM-based embed-
ded systems, taking into account instruction set and cache/TLB nu-
ances. We develop several techniques that reduce DBT overhead
for the ARM. Our techniques focus on cache and TLB behavior.
We tested the techniques on an ARM-based embedded device and
found that DBT overhead was reduced by 54% in comparison to a
general-purpose DBT configuration that is known to perform well,
thus further enabling DBT for a wide range of purposes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.3 [Computer Systems Or-
ganization]: Special-purpose and application- based systems–Real-
time and embedded systems; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]:
Processors–Code generation, Compilers, Incremental compilers,
Interpreters, Optimization, Run-time environments

General Terms Measurement, Performance, Design, Experimen-
tation

Keywords ARM, Dynamic Binary Translation, Virtualization

1. Introduction
Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is a technology that allows mon-
itoring and possibly modifying a software application as itruns.
With information available at run-time, DBT can be used in em-
bedded systems for platform emulation [5], code security [7], pro-
gram analysis and instrumentation [9], power management [21],
virtualization [1], dynamic optimization [4], and other purposes.
For example, in embedded systems with Flash memory, DBT can
be used to provide binary loading [2]. An incremental loaderbuilt
with DBT can achieve a 1.9 to 2.2 speedup over traditional memory
shadowing.

During translation, application code is modified and saved into
a software-managed buffer, called thefragment cache(F$), from
which the code executes. The translated code invokes the dynamic
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translator whenever a new application address is encountered. Nat-
urally, dynamic translation introduces run-time performance over-
head. The overhead comes from the translation process and the
code injected by the translator for its own purposes (e.g., to re-
main in control of the application). This run-time overhead, if too
large, can dissuade users from taking advantage of DBT because it
might require a faster CPU. Recent work with scratchpad memory
has shown that DBT can achieve low run-time overhead [2, 3]. This
paper focuses on ARM-based embedded systems without scratch-
pad as a step toward building an efficient dynamic translation in-
frastructure for ARM.

The ARM architecture is dominant in embedded systems. It is
used in numerous devices, such as cell phones, routers, automobile
control systems, HDTV set-top boxes, and personal digital assis-
tants. To make DBT practical for the ARM, and thus, widely ap-
plicable, it has to be carefully tuned, especially because the ARM
exposes the program counter (PC) in a register (r15).

The exposed PC is common in ARM code. For example, it is
used in load instructions to make PC-relative references tolarge
constants (due to ARM’s small 8-bit immediate field1). Writes to
the exposed PC are also common and used to implement indirect
calls, returns, switch statements, etc. The way the dynamictransla-
tor handles the frequent reads and writes of the exposed PC has a
significant run-time overhead impact. References to the PC are rel-
ative to untranslated application code, rather than translated code.
Copying an instruction into the F$ changes its PC. If the original
instruction referenced the PC, the translator must map the new PC
reference of the moved instruction to the original one. Exposed PC
values that are available during translation can be mapped with em-
ulation. PC values that are unknown during translation require dy-
namic mapping. Indirect branches, for example, jump to a com-
puted target address. A commonly used, fast mechanism to mapan
indirect branch target address is theIndirect Branch Target Cache
(IBTC) [10].

Exposed PC emulation and the IBTC have to be carefully con-
figured to have low run-time DBT overhead on the ARM. The
IBTC, in particular, has many configuration options [10]. Inthis pa-
per, we examine an IBTC configuration that past work recommends
for general-purpose systems [10] and determine it is not well suited
for the ARM’s ISA idiosyncrasies. We tune the IBTC to find its
best configuration for the Intel/Marvell PXA270 ARM processor.
We also develop a new low overhead mechanism that is special-
ized to the handling of returns. Our implementation is finelytuned,
with hand-crafted assembly routines to perform context switches
and other low-level translation tasks.

Despite much tuning, there is room for improvement in the
translator’s run-time overhead. To better understand the overhead
sources, we profiled the programs with and without DBT using
hardware performance counters. The performance counters showed

1 The 8-bit immediate can optionally be shifted before use.
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Figure 1. Dynamic binary translator system operation

that DBT was causing significant additional pressure on the TLBs
and caches, resulting in poor performance. We identified a domi-
nant source of the pressure as PC-relative loads and stores of values
generated by the translator and from the original application code.
The issue is not in the translator’s generated code, but rather the
interactionwith TLBs and caches.

To improve the handling of PC-relative memory operations,
we developed several new techniques, includingfragment pooling
(FP),page pooling(PP),page pooling on code pages(PPC), and
paged translator re-entry(PR). FP, PP, and PPC lower the over-
head of managing data values in the translated code. These tech-
niques reduce overhead by grouping data in a way that improves
cache and TLB behavior. PR reduces the overhead due to constants
needed to re-enter the translator from the translated code.PR is
important during program phase changes, when the translator may
be entered frequently. PR improves the data TLB behavior dueto
interactions between the translated application code and the trans-
lator. Therefore, we expect our techniques to provide benefits on
any ARM-based device, although the exact benefit will dependon
application behavior (e.g., data usage and instruction flow) and mi-
croarchitectural features (e.g., cache and TLB contention, cost of
cache and TLB misses, etc). This paper makes several contribu-
tions:

• How to tune a dynamic translator to the ARM instruction set
architecture and a specific microarchitecture implementation;

• Descriptions of methods for emulation of the ARM’s exposed
PC, approaches for improving the IBTC on the ARM with PC-
relative table accesses, and a new method to improve handling
of function returns (fast checked returns);

• A comprehensive experimental evaluation of the source of run-
time overhead in a carefully tuned dynamic translator for the
ARM and identification of the remaining sources of overhead
arising from increased cache and TLB pressure;

• Algorithm descriptions and implementations of novel tech-
niques – fragment pooling, page pooling, page pooling with
code pages, and paged translator re-entry – to reduce cache and
TLB misses from data values and PC-relative constants;

• Thorough experimental evaluation of the techniques on an ac-
tual embedded device.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the op-
eration of DBT and how to tune a translator to the ARM. Section3
describes new techniques to better manage constants and data val-

Instruction Emulation

Addr: add r0,pc,#const TAddr: ldr r0,[pc,#(Value-TAddr-8)]
...

Value: Addr+8+#const

Addr: sub r0,pc,r1 TAddr: ldr r0,[pc,#(Value-TAddr-8)]

sub r0,r0,r1
...

Value: Addr+8

Addr: and r0,pc,r0 TAddr: str r1,[pc,#(Spill-TAddr-8)]

ldr r1,[pc,#(Value-TAddr-12)]
and r0,r1,r0

ldr r1,[pc,#(Spill-TAddr-20)]
...

Value: Addr+8

Spill: value ofr1

Figure 2. Emulation of instructions that read the exposed PC

ues. Section 4 gives an overall evaluation. Section 5 presents related
work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Enabling DBT on the ARM
To enable dynamic binary translation for the ARM, attentionhas
to be paid to several instruction set and microarchitecturefeatures.
In this section, we describe the basic operation of DBT and how to
tune it for the ARM. Based on this tuned configuration, we examine
the causes of program slowdown from DBT.

2.1 Dynamic Binary Translation

A high-level view of a dynamic binary translator’s operation is il-
lustrated in Figure 1. The dynamic translator must ensure that un-
translated application instructions are examined and possibly mod-
ified prior to their execution. To do so, the translator is invoked
whenever new application code is requested. New code is requested
when execution begins and every time a control transfer instruction
(CTI) goes to an untranslated application address. During transla-
tion, the translator replaces each CTI with an exit stub that“re-
enters” the translator for a new address, called atrampoline.

To safely re-enter the translator, the application’s context must
be saved in order to free registers for use by the translator,i.e., a
context switchis done. The translator checks if there is translated
code in the fragment cache (F$) for the requested application ad-
dress. If so, the application context is restored and the correspond-
ing translated code is executed. Otherwise, the dynamic translator
builds a new set of translated instructions, called afragment, and
saves the fragment in the F$. When translation stops, the applica-
tion context is restored and the new fragment is executed.

To avoid unnecessary context switches,fragment linkingover-
writes trampolines with a direct CTI to their target fragment [4].
This is not possible for indirect CTIs since their targets may change
during execution. Instead, theIndirect Branch Translation Cache
(IBTC) is used [10].

2.2 Tuning DBT for the ARM

To get low overhead from DBT, the translator must take into ac-
count instruction set nuances. For example, the cost of saving the
eflags register on the Intel IA-32 architecture leads to certain im-
plementation choices [10, 19]. The microarchitecture and caches
are also important. For example, the way branches are handled
by the AMD Opteron 244 leads to different DBT implementation
choices than the Intel Pentium IV Xeon [10]. The ARM is like other
processors in this regard. Indeed, the ARM’s instruction set and ex-
posed PC lead to complications and interactions with the caches
and TLBs.



Parameter Value Interaction

1. IBTC size Typical range 512 to 32K entries Larger IBTC: better hit rate, increased D$ and D-TLB pressure
2. Reprobing Disabled or enabled Enabled: Better IBTC utilization, introduces search overhead
3. Reprobe depth Typical range 1 to 3 Larger depth: Better IBTC utilization, increases overheadon a miss
4. Lookup placement Inline or out-of-line Inline: Lower instruction count, increases I$ pressure
5. Table placement Separate location or next to lookupSeparate: Higher instruction cost
6. Fast checked returns Enabled or disabled Enabled: Introduces address check overhead, may avoid IBTClookups

Figure 3. Configuration parameters for writes to the exposed PC

2.2.1 Reads of the Exposed PC

To handle reads of the exposed PC, we use emulation: the original
PC of the untranslated instruction is made available to the translated
instruction. Figure 2 shows how to handle reads ofpc

2.
The first case shows anadd instruction that haspc and a con-

stant as source operands. During translation, the translator folds the
computation: it has the PC of the instruction at translationtime and
the constant (from the instruction). It emits the folded value into a
scratch slot (labelledValue). Theadd instruction is changed to a
load of the folded value into registerr0.

The second case is a subtract with two register operands, one
of which ispc. In this situation, the computation cannot be folded
becauser1’s value is unknown until run-time. Instead, the original
value of pc is emitted into a scratch slot (labelledValue) and
loaded into the destination register before the subtract.

The final case shows a situation where the destination register
is also a source register, so it cannot be used to hold the original
value ofpc. Instead, another register (r1 in the example) is spilled
to hold the value for the computation, and reloaded at the endof
the emulation code.

PC-relative loads and stores with immediate offsets are han-
dled specially. Data values (e.g., large constants) must beplaced
relatively close to the instructions that reference them, due to the
ARM’s maximum 4KB immediate offset in load and store instruc-
tions. A translated instruction, having been brought into the F$, is
often too far away from the original referenced data to access it di-
rectly. The DBT can instead generate an “address pointer” for the
PC-relative load (or store). The pointer is the address of the original
referenced data in the application code and is placed near the trans-
lated instruction (i.e., within 4KB). When executing, the pointer is
first loaded into a register and then dereferenced by anotherload
(or store) to access the original data. This approach emulates what
the application code would have done.

2.2.2 Writes to the Exposed PC

A write to the exposed PC is essentially an indirect CTI. Because
the target application address of an indirect CTI is unknownuntil
the control transfer executes, the dynamic translator has to map the
application address to a F$ address (translated code) everytime the
indirect CTI executes. Indirect CTIs can be handled by returning to
the translator to map their target address to a F$ address. However,
this solution is too expensive due to the run-time overhead of
context switches. Instead, the IBTC can be used to reduce thecost.

The IBTC is a hash table that holds mappings from indirect CTI
target application addresses to F$ addresses. The translated code for
the application address is located at the target F$ address.When an
indirect CTI is translated, code is emitted to access the IBTC. If
a target address is not in the IBTC (i.e., a miss), the translator is
entered to map the address. If a fragment does not exist for the
application address, the instructions at the address are translated. A

2 Thepc register always contains the address of the current instruction + 8.

single IBTC is typically shared by multiple indirect CTIs [10]. The
IBTC has parameters that influence its effectiveness.

Figure 3 summarizes the possible IBTC configuration choices.
Each choice has a trade-off between instruction count (IC) and
interaction with the caches and TLBs. The first to fourth choices are
standard ones from Hiser et al. [10]. The fifth and sixth parameters
are specific to our ARM implementation.

Thetable placementparameter, the fifth in Figure 3, determines
where to put the IBTC table. The table can be in data memory,
and therefore accessing the table requires loading its address from
memory. This approach can lead to increased memory contention.
Alternatively, the table can be adjacent to the IBTC lookup code,
which allows the use of PC-relative accesses to the table. For a
shared IBTC, this option should be enabled only with an out-of-
line lookup (OLL).

While the IBTC is effective at handling general indirect CTIs,
return instructions have a property that can be used to reduce their
overhead. A return transfers control to an application address that
can be mappedprior to making a call. We developed a technique
for the ARM to exploit this property, called “fast checked returns”
(FCR). This parameter is the final one in Figure 3. FCR differs
from previous fast return implementations [16] in that it checks
that return addresses are within the fragment cache.

Unlike a normal return in the application code, a translatedre-
turn does not go to the instruction after the translated call. Because
a new fragment is formed for an address that is the target of a re-
turn, the translated return address can be anywhere in the F$. FCR
requires coordination between calls and returns to pass thecorrect
translated return address. A call is translated in two steps. First, the
target of the call is inlined at the call site. Second, the side effects
of the call are emulated. One side effect sets the ARM’s link reg-
ister (the return address register). FCR sets the link register to the
translated return address in the emulation of the call. If the code at
the application return address is not translated, it is pre-emptively
translated to obtain the needed F$ return address.

There is a complication to this approach: The ARM lacks ex-
plicit call and return instructions. The dynamic translator must
speculate which indirect CTIs are calls/returns. Calls arerelatively
easy to predict: they are typically done with a “jump and link” in-
struction. Returns are more difficult to predict. A return can, in fact,
be any instruction that sets the exposed PC. Furthermore, the link
register can be manipulated between a call and return.

Due to these problems, an instruction that is predicted as a re-
turn can not simply jump to the value in the link register. If the
prediction is correct and the link register was not manipulated be-
tween the call and return, then control will transfer to the correct
translated address. If the prediction is wrong, a call was miscatego-
rized, or the link register was changed, then control can be “lost”
by the dynamic translator. To deal with this problem, FCR uses an
“address check” prior to executing an indirect CTI. When thetrans-
lator recognizes a call (jump and link), it sets the link register to the
translated return address. On an indirect CTI (which may be are-
turn), a fast check is done to determine whether the destination ad-
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Figure 4. Program slowdown with Strata relative to native execution

dress is in the F$ (whose bounds are known) or the applicationtext.
If the value is a F$ address, then the indirect CTI is a return whose
corresponding call instruction was detected. In this case,control
can transfer to the address without an IBTC lookup. If the value is
an application address, then the indirect CTI may not be a return or
perhaps, the translator miscategorized a call. The IBTC is used to
map the address in this situation.

Simple manipulations of the return address register (e.g.,in
library code) can be easily tracked and FCR disabled when they
are discovered. More complicated manipulations could thwart the
FCR mechanism but is unlikely to happen in normal program code.
The MiBench programs and associated library code do not have
any such manipulations that we have encountered.

2.3 Experimental Results

To identify the best choices for the configuration parameters, we
experimentally tried a large range of values. We compared the
best settings to recommendations for a general-purpose system to
understand how the configuration influences overhead.

2.3.1 Methodology

We retargeted the Strata DBT [15] to the ARM/Linux platform.
Strata is a reconfigurable and retargetable infrastructurethat has
been used for many purposes in embedded systems, including code
compression [17], code dissemination [22], code security [11] and
software instruction caching [2].

Strata is configured to form dynamic basic blocks [18], which
minimizes code growth (important for embedded systems) [3]. An
effectively unbounded code cache is used. Experiments wererun
on a Gumstix Verdex XL6P embedded system, which has 128

MB memory and a 600MHz Intel/Marvell XScale PXA270 ARM
processor with 32KB I$ and D$. We used Linux 2.6.21, and GCC
4.1.1 with “-O3”.

We used the MiBench benchmarks for embedded systems [8].
pgp.decode, pgp.encode, rsynth, sphinx, and typesetdid not run
in our setup. The large data sets were used for most programs.
However, the large data sets foradpcm.decode, adpcm.encode,
tiff2bw, tiff2rgba, tiffdither, andtiffmediandid not fit in the device’s
memory. The small input data sets were used instead for these
programs. Because many MiBench programs execute extremely
quickly, we modified them to execute for at least one second (ap-
proximately) by changing them to call their main function multiple
times. These programs areadpcm.decode, adpcm.encode, blow-
fish.decode, blowfish.encode, crc, dijkstra, gsm.encode, jpeg.decode,
jpeg.encode, sha, stringsearch, susan.corners, susan.edges, su-
san.smoothing, tiff2bw and tiffdither. This modification ensures
that the impact of the IBTC and other control mechanisms can be
observed for programs with fast execution times. Otherwise, pro-
gram run-time is dominated by time in thetranslator, rather than
time in the translated code. Finally, the programs and data sets
were placed in a RAM disk and all programs were run with a light
system load and the network driver disabled. This setup ensures
accurate timing runs. Performance results are reported based on
user time.

2.3.2 Initial Performance Overhead

To find the best configuration parameters, we did a series of ex-
periments that tuned the translator by trying all combinations of
parameters from Figure 3. The typical values listed in the figure
were used for IBTC size and probe depth.



Program Strata-ARM IC Ratio Instruction Instr. Miss Data Miss
Overhead Distribution Distribution Distribution

adpcm.decode 125.0 104.0 49.3 25.8 25.0
adpcm.encode 136.0 102.4 46.0 39.3 14.7
basicmath 176.0 137.4 85.0 11.5 3.5
bitcount 192.0 141.2 89.8 8.1 2.1
blowfish.decode 111.0 112.1 83.2 5.4 11.4
blowfish.encode 115.0 105.8 84.8 5.3 10.0
crc 114.0 115.3 89.2 6.1 4.7
dijkstra 137.0 130.5 87.9 7.2 4.8
fft 173.0 143.3 87.3 10.0 2.7
fft.inverse 173.0 143.4 87.1 10.2 2.7
ghostscript 175.0 135.8 78.6 15.5 5.9
gsm.decode 121.0 113.8 86.7 9.3 4.0
gsm.encode 119.0 104.4 82.5 14.8 2.7
jpeg.decode 134.0 107.2 65.2 12.8 22.0
jpeg.encode 129.0 118.6 76.0 11.6 12.5
lame 154.0 129.9 85.4 10.6 3.9
patricia 463.0 156.5 45.1 51.2 3.7
qsort 165.0 140.4 86.6 8.7 4.7
rijndael.decode 145.0 108.7 82.8 10.1 7.1
rijndael.encode 148.0 112.2 82.2 10.9 6.9
sha 115.0 124.1 88.2 6.9 4.9
stringsearch 146.0 127.1 65.2 9.0 25.7
susan.corners 119.0 113.3 72.6 10.3 17.1
susan.edges 123.0 118.4 83.9 7.7 8.4
susan.smoothing 104.0 111.6 89.3 5.6 5.0
tiff2bw 129.0 121.6 68.6 8.4 23.0
tiff2rgba 124.0 140.2 54.3 9.6 36.1
tiffdither 141.0 127.1 78.5 14.0 7.5
tiffmedian 126.0 142.6 70.6 12.3 17.1
Average 149.0 123.8 N/A N/A N/A

Figure 5. Profile of relative distribution of total execution time

From this large set of experiments, we found thebest configura-
tion that worked well over most benchmarks. We call this configu-
ration “Strata-ARM.” We do not report full results from the exper-
iment for brevity. We compared Strata-ARM to the recommended
configuration from Hiser et al. [10] (called “Strata-Opt”).This con-
figuration has been shown to have very low run-time overhead
on Intel IA-32 desktop systems. On the SPEC2000 benchmarks,
Strata-Opt has a 4.5% overhead for the Pentium IV Xeon [10].
Strata-Opt has a large 32K entry IBTC with inline lookup place-
ment. Strata-ARM has a 8K IBTC, with reprobing (depth 2), out-
of-line lookup, PC-relative table, and fast checked returns.

Figure 4 shows slowdown for Strata-Opt and Strata-ARM. The
slowdown is relative to “native execution” (without Strata). The
slowdown for Strata-Opt varies from 1.05 (susan.smoothingto
11.73 (patricia) with an average of 2.02. This run-time overhead
shows the impact of the ARM instruction set and certain microar-
chitecture features in comparison to Strata-Opt for the Intel Pen-
tium IV Xeon [10].

By tuning Strata’s configuration, the slowdown is much im-
proved. Strata-ARM has a slowdown of 1.04 (susan.smoothing)
to 4.63 (patricia), with an average of 1.49. Several benchmarks
have good improvements with Strata-ARM (e.g.,dijkstra, fft and
ghostscript). patricia does the best: Its slowdown is reduced from
11.73 to 4.63. The improved slowdowns are due to FCR (lower IC)
and a small IBTC with OLL (less I$ pressure).

2.3.3 Hardware Performance Monitoring

Although Strata-ARM demonstrates that tuning to the ARM is ben-
eficial, the results show that the overhead should be improved fur-

ther. To find the source of the overhead, we profiled the applications
using hardware performance counters. The PXA270 has counters
for cache misses, TLB misses, instruction fetches, and other events.

Figure 5 summarizes the collected profile information. We used
the PXA270 hardware counters to collect: total cycles, instruction
count, number of data fill buffer stalls, number of cycles spent
on data fill buffer stalls, and number of instruction fetch stalls.
The second and third table columns compare program slowdown
(expressed as percentage from Figure 4) and instruction count ratio.
ICratio is (ICstrata/ICnative ∗100). ICstrata is a program’s IC
when run with Strata-ARM andICnative is the IC when executed
natively. The remaining columns show the distribution of execution
time for a program among instruction execution, instruction fetch
stalls and data access stalls. The values are percentages ofthe total
cycle count (e.g.,adpcm.decodespends 49.3% of its total cycles on
instruction execution).

A comparison between slowdown and IC ratio hints why perfor-
mance is harmed by DBT. Of course, such a comparison is only ap-
proximate because some instructions take many cycles (e.g., load-
multiple) and performance counters can suffer from measurement
error. Nevertheless, it gives insight into overhead. For example,ad-
pcm.decodehas a 125% overhead and 104% IC ratio. The differ-
ence between these values suggests thatadpcm.decode’s overhead
does notarise from executing more instructions with DBT. Instead,
the overhead is likely due to adverse interactions with the caches.
Another example iscrc, in which the overhead and IC ratio are sim-
ilar. This program’s overhead is due to code expansion from DBT.
A few programs, such assha, have better overhead than IC ratio.



This difference is likely due to out-of-order execution among in-
structions in the PXA270’s separate integer and memory pipelines.

On average, IC ratio is 123.8%, which indicates that the code
expansion from Strata-ARM is small. However, the average over-
head is 149%, which suggests that slowdown can be lowered, if
cache and TLB interactions can be mitigated. Techniques that mit-
igate the interactions will be most effective for programs with a
moderate to large difference between IC ratio and slowdown.In
Figure 5 the programs in bold have an IC ratio and slowdown that
differ by at least 20%. For brevity, we focus on these programs.
Final results are reported for all benchmarks.

From the last three table columns the source of interactions
can be identified. For example,ghostscriptspends 78.6% of total
cycles on instruction execution, 15.5% on instruction fetch stalls,
and 5.9% on data access stalls. The results reveal whypatricia’s
slowdown is poor: It spends 51.2% on instruction fetch stalls and
3.7% on data access stalls. The percentage of cycles on instruction
fetch stalls is very high in this program in comparison to theothers.
adpcm.decodeand adpcm.encodeare also interesting programs
because a large part of their total cycles is spent on data access
stalls. These programs apparently achieve an inherent benefit of
DBT: Translated code is arranged in the F$ based on execution
paths, which improves I$ locality. In turn, relatively moretime is
spent on other events (i.e., data access stalls). ComparingIC ratio
and slowdown foradpcm.encodesupports this observation: It has a
102% IC ratio and 136% overhead.

As these results show, both instruction fetch stalls and data ac-
cess stalls are important sources of overhead arising from DBT.
In some programs, data access stalls account for more overhead
than instruction fetch stalls (e.g.,jpeg.decode). In others, instruc-
tion fetch stalls dominate (e.g.,patricia). Stalls are a consequence
of increased pressure on the caches and TLBs (i.e., the cacheand
TLB miss rates increase).

3. Data Value Handling
The most likely source of the increase in cache and TLB pressure
is the way that PC-relative loads and stores in the application code,
as well as ones dynamically generated, are handled by DBT. PC-
relative addressing is used for access to data values and constants.
Such operations are used for 1) native application constants (gen-
erated by the compiler); 2) constants in translated code (generated
by the translator); 3) “spill” locations for emulation (seeFigure 2);
and, 4) data structures used to invoke the translator. We classify
these PC-relative operations into two categories: data values used
in the translated code and data values needed to invoke the transla-
tor. We refer to both data values and constants as simply “values.”

3.1 Improving Data Behavior in the Translated Code

Strata-ARM leaves an application’s “native constants” in their orig-
inal locations and uses indirection to reach them, with an address
pointer. We call this approach “address emulation.” Address emu-
lation needs two memory accesses for a native constant targetting
two separate virtual memory pages. This increases IC and leads to
cache/TLB pressure.

The handling of a native constant can be improved by copying it
to a location next to the translated code that references it.The offset
in a PC-relative load is modified, when translated, to reference the
new location. To ensure that there are no writes to an apparently
constant value that is moved, the original memory page can beset
read-only. A write to the original location will cause a trap. If a trap
occurs, the translated code can be flushed and regenerated with ad-
dress pointers to leave constants in place3. Similarly, spill locations
can also be emitted near the translated code that referencesthem.

3 This does not happen in MiBench.

Figure 6. Page pooling and page pooling on code pages

To avoid executing values as instructions (intermixed withcode), a
branch must be inserted to jump around them. This branch addsto
IC and may also contribute to I$ pressure.

Alternatively, the data values and constants needed by a frag-
ment can be “pooled.” We call this technique “fragment pooling”
(FP). Grouping values creates better locality, which leadsto better
cache and TLB behavior.

To pool values, during fragment formation values are placedin
a queue as they are encountered or needed for emulation. When
fragment formation is finished, the values are processed. The value
pool is emitted after the last instruction in the fragment (i.e., after
a fragment’s trampolines) and offsets in PC-relative accesses to
pooled values are fixed. Because the pool is after the trampolines,
a branch around it is unnecessary. FP splits large fragments(more
than 1024 instructions) to ensure that the pool can be reached by
the PC-relative loads and stores in the fragment.

Although FP reduces memory pressure for native constants (ver-
sus address emulation), it can still lead to unnecessary cache and
TLB pressure. Value pools at the end of each fragment effectively
create “holes” between two fragments’ code, which can harm in-
struction locality when control flows from one fragment to the next
(adjacent) one. Similarly, the code between value pools harms data
locality. It is also likely that both I-TLB and D-TLB entrieswill
be allocated for the same virtual memory page, which increases
overall TLB pressure. Depending on F$ layout, translated code ex-
ecution may span many memory pages. In such situations, the in-
creased TLB pressure from each fragment can lead to overall de-
creases in performance due to TLB misses.

A better way to arrange the pool is to group valuesacross frag-
mentsin a contiguous memory region, which can potentially im-
prove cache locality and TLB utilization. We developed two tech-
niques to pool data in larger granularities than a fragment:“page
pooling” (PP) and “page pooling on code pages” (PPC). Because
the ARM has only a±4KB offset range, the values must be within
this range. PP and PPC group data on 4KB virtual memory pages
and use PC-relative accesses to pooled values.

Figure 6 shows how PP and PPC differ. PP puts instructions and
data on separate code and data pages, as shown in Figure 6(a).The
two page types are interleaved. A value needed by an instruction
is placed on an adjacent data page (before or after the code page),
depending on the offset range (i.e., which page is reachablefrom
the instruction). PP has the advantage that the TLB is betterutilized
as only one TLB entry (I-TLBor D-TLB) is needed to map a page.
However, PP causes “dead space” on a data page because not all
locations are likely to be needed or can be reached by instructions.



1 ONSTARTUP()
2 nextdatapos←start of fragment cache
3 nextcodepos←next datapos+PAGE SIZE
4 lastpagepos←next codepos
5 ADJUSTPOINTERS()
6 if ABS(next codepos−next datapos)>MAX OFFSET
7 if next codepos>next datapos
8 nextdatapos←next codepos−MAX OFFSET
9 if next datapos≥ last pagepos
10 nextdatapos←last pagepos+PAGE SIZE
11 lastpagepos←next datapos
12 else
13 while next codepos−next datapos>MAX OFFSET
14 EMIT(next codepos,NOP)
15 nextcodepos←next codepos+4
16 AFTERTRANSLATEINSTRUCTION(fragment,trampspace)
17 if (next codepos<next datapos)and (last pagepos−next codepos≤trampspace)
18 nextPC←ENDEARLY (fragment)
19 EMITTRAMPOLINES(fragment)
20 nextcodepos←last pagepos+PAGE SIZE
21 lastpagepos←next codepos
22 ENQUEUE(next PC)

(a) Algorithm

(b) Data before code

(c) Code before data

Figure 7. Page pooling (PP) algorithm

Figure 6(b) shows that PPC puts instructions and data on the
samepage, but pools constants and data values in a contiguous
memory region. Code starts at the beginning of the page and grows
from a low to high address. Data starts at the end of the page
and grows from a high to low address. The figure shows an “in-
progress page” where code and data have partially filled a page.
When there is no room for code or data on a page, the construction
of a fragment is stopped. It resumes on the next available page.
Because a PC-relative instruction and its associated valueare on
the same 4KB page, the value is always reachable. PPC does not
have unused memory locations as a result. The lack of “dead space”
improves footprint and possibly D$ and TLB behavior. However,
the approach suffers from the same issue as FP, with separateI-
TLB and D-TLB entries that map the same pages.

With both page pooling techniques, the end result is that groups
of fragments that are temporally related have their constants spa-
tially grouped. That is, when fragments are translated, they are
placed one after another one in successive order (along the ini-
tial execution path). Thus, a group of fragments that are translated
along a path will appear next to one another in the F$. Indeed,the
data values associated with the fragments will have a similar layout.

Figure 7(a) shows the algorithm for PP. When the translator
starts-up, the algorithm sets start pages for data and code (lines
1-4). During translation of an application instruction, itmay be
necessary to emit a data value. When the distance between the
data and the instruction that references it cannot be encoded in the
offset field of the instruction, the pointers to the next codeand data
slots must be adjusted (lines 5-15). There are two possibilities. If
the code uses data in the previous page, as shown in Figure 7(b),
the pointer to the next data slot must be increased to a reachable
position, which leaves some dead space in the data page (lines 7-8).
If that position exceeds the data page limit, a new data page must be
allocated after the code page (lines 9-11), shown in Figure 7(c). If
the code cannot reach the data in a following page, the adjustment
is done by increasing the pointer to the next instruction slot (lines
13-15). When spilling a register, the translator ensures that the two
instructions which save and restore the value use the same data slot.

After translating an application instruction, some clean up is
needed. The translator checks whether the code is about to overflow
into an occupied data page (line 17). In this case, the current frag-
ment is finished early (lines 18-19). The current fragment (prema-

turely ended) will be linked to its continuation fragment (requested
on line 22). Because a code page holds 1,024 ARM instructions, it
is uncommon for fragments to end early.

PPC is similar to PP, but it must handle data values on the same
page as the fragment. Therefore, no dead space in code or datais
created. However, it must always check for a future page overflow
after the completion of a fragment (PP does this check only when
the data page is after the code page).

3.1.1 Experimental Results

We implemented FP, PP, and PPC in Strata-ARM to investigate
their effect on overhead. Figure 8 shows slowdown relative to native
execution for the programs in bold from Figure 5.

Several benchmarks have much improvement versus Strata-
ARM. For example,rijndael.encodehad a 1.48 slowdown with
Strata-ARM. With the pooling techniques, its slowdown is im-
proved to 1.38 with FP (bar labeled “Strata-ARM+FP”), 1.3 with
PP (bar labeled “Strata-ARM+PP”) and 1.2 with PPC (bar labeled
“Strata-ARM+PPC”).adpcm.decode, adpcm.encode, ghostscript,
jpeg.decode, patricia, andrijndael.decodealso had noticeable im-
provement. The other programs had a negligible (at most, a few
percent) or no performance improvement with the pooling tech-
niques.

patricia had the largest gain: its 4.63 slowdown with Strata-
ARM was improved to 2.43 with Strata-ARM+PPC.adpcm.encode
is particularly interesting. Pooling constants and data values im-
proved the TLB and cache locality enough that the program
achieved a speedup. It had a 1.36 slowdown with Strata-ARM,
which was improved to 1.04 with FP, 0.96 with PP (speedup) and
0.88 with PPC (speedup).

Overall, PPC gives the best improvement when page pooling is
effective. Although this approach mixes code and data on a page,
avoiding dead space (versus PP) provides enough locality benefit
to make this technique the best choice.

3.2 Improving Data Behavior for the Translator

When the dynamic translator is re-entered from the translated
code, information has to be passed to it. The information is a
F$ address (from-fragment) and a requested application address
(to-address). On the ARM, this information must be loaded (as
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Figure 8. Slowdown with pooling (FP, PP, PPC)
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Figure 9. Slowdown with paged re-entry

large constants) and put in argument registers for the translator. Ar-
guments passed to the translator are set in the fragment trampoline.

Thefrom-fragment andto-address values are stored in the
trampoline and loaded with PC-relative operations. With this ap-
proach, constants needed to enter the translator are spreadthrough-
out the F$. Furthermore, the trampoline is relatively largeand once
linked, will leave dead, unreachable instructions in the F$.

The locality of the re-entry process can be improved by group-
ing together arguments needed by fragments to re-enter the trans-
lator. The improvement in locality may be particularly important
during program phase changes, when the translator is re-entered
rapidly in succession to translate new code. However, even if the
from-fragment andto-address values are pooled (e.g., with FP,
PP, or PPC), the trampoline is still large due to setup of the argu-
ment registers.

A better approach, which we call “paged re-entry” (PR),
both pools arguments and reduces trampoline size. PR groups
from-fragment andto-address arguments in a pool, called the
“argument table.” This table is easily accessed by the translator
and is kept separate from data values and translated code. Upon
re-entering the translator, an index to an entry in the argument table
is passed rather than the arguments themselves. On the ARM, an
index small enough to fit in the 8-bit immediate field can be used.
This simple table structure helps data locality.

To keep the argument table’s index small enough to fit in an
8-bit immediate (avoiding load instructions), only 256 trampolines
can be “live” at any one time. In many programs, 256 trampolines
are sufficient. However, some programs have more than 256 live
trampolines and therefore need a larger index. To handle this situ-
ation, PR tracks the number of live trampolines and increases the
index as necessary in quantities of 256. Rather than encoding large
indices as PC-relative constants (or small immediates withshifts),
PR uses multiple re-entry points (i.e., a jump table) into the trans-

lator. Each re-entry point selects a different “page” of 256entries
in the argument table.

Indices are initially assigned in increasing order. As fragments
are linked, trampolines are patched and their corresponding entries
are added to a LIFO free list. The free list is built into the argument
table to save space. A reclaimed entry is reused when a new tram-
poline is created. This ensures good locality and minimizesthe size
of the argument table.

A single TLB entry can map many argument entries. During
rapid successive invocations of the translator (i.e., during a program
phase change), a single TLB entry is likely to live across context
switches (i.e., between execution of the translated code and the
translator), reducing TLB misses. A single TLB entry maps 512
argument table entries (each argument table entry is 8 bytes), which
is sufficient for most programs. Similarly, a D$ entry may live
across multiple invocations.

Paged re-entry inherently reduces trampoline size becauseit
passes only one argument to the translator (the table index). The
index, being encoded as an immediate, avoids a load of a large
constant. As a result, a trampoline built with PR is short (three in-
structions). After fragment linking, there is less dead space between
fragments, improving I$ locality. However, IC is increasedslightly
due to the multiple re-entry points and argument table lookup.

3.2.1 Experimental Results

We implemented paged re-entry in Strata-ARM with FP, PP and
PPC. Figure 9 shows the slowdowns of the benchmarks with PR.
The figure shows that PR can lead to a reduction in slowdown.

Typically, the best results are achieved when PR is used with
PPC. For example,adpcm.encode’s slowdown with Strata-ARM+PPC
is reduced by a small amount with Strata-ARM+PPC+PR.patricia
is a case where there is a large improvement. Strata-ARM+PPChad



a slowdown of 2.43, which is lowered to 2.06 with paged re-entry.
rijndael.decodealso has a significant reduction with PR and PPC.

Many programs do not have an improvement with PR. The lack
of an improvement is due to a relatively small number of translator
invocations. PR lowers overhead only when the re-entry process
originally caused noticeable overhead in a program’s execution.
In some cases, PR can actually cause slowdown (e.g.,jpeg.decode
andrijndael.encode). The degradation is due to a larger instruction
count with paged re-entry. Nevertheless, when PR is beneficial, it
can lead to a large gain and we conclude that it should be enabled
(i.e., on average, the slowdown is reduced with PR).

4. Overall Results
Figure 10 gives a comparison of slowdown for all programs with
Strata-Opt, Strata-ARM, and Strata-ARM+PPC+PR. The figure
shows that carefully selecting configuration parameters isimpor-
tant to reduce slowdown. For example, Strata-Opt has a 2.28 slow-
down onfft, which is decreased to 1.73 by Strata-ARM.ghostscript
is another program that has much improvement (Strata-Opt’sslow-
down of 4.45 is improved to 1.75).

Strata-ARM+PPC+PR achieves a large reduction in slowdown
versus Strata-ARM for several programs (e.g.,adpcm.encode, pa-
tricia, rijndael.decode, and rijndael.encode). These programs are
the ones that profiling indicated had the most pressure on the
caches and TLBs. Other programs have a smaller but notice-
able improvement. For example,bitcount’s slowdown is reduced
from 1.92 to 1.83,dijkstra’s slowdown is reduced from 1.37 to
1.23, andtiffmedian’s slowdown is reduced from 1.26 to 1.15.
Strata-ARM+PPC+PR has a different code layout than Strata-
ARM, which may slightly hurt performance (e.g.,susan.corners,
susan.edges, tiff2bw, tiff2rgba).

From these results, we conclude that page pooling on code
pages and paged re-entry provide significant benefit when dynamic
translation puts much pressure on the caches and TLBs due to con-
stants and data values. Although our results are specific to apar-
ticular ARM microarchitecture, we expect similar trends for other
implementations. The absolute gains may differ somewhat based
on cache and TLB capabilities. Our techniques further enable the
use of DBT in ARM processors to provide many desirable capabil-
ities, such as secure code execution and resource management.

5. Related Work
DBT is important because it can accomplish tasks that are nototh-
erwise easily achieved. For this reason, DBT has attracted atten-
tion for embedded systems [2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 17, 22]. Several com-
pelling uses of DBT in embedded systems have been explored.
Shogan and Childers [17] describe a software-based code compres-
sion/decompression system built with dynamic binary translation.
Zhou et al. [22] present an effective approach to disseminate code
to wireless-enabled memory-constrained embedded devices(e.g.,
smartcards) with dynamic translation. Other uses include power
management [20], program instrumentation [9], code security [12],
and incremental loading [2]. Our techniques can help reduceover-
head in any of these DBT uses. They make the uses more practical
in an embedded ARM-based device.

Other research addressed the management of the code cache
(i.e., the F$) for DBT in embedded systems. Guha et al. [6] de-
veloped techniques to reduce the size of trampolines in the trans-
lated code. Baiocchi et al. [3] examined the sources of code expan-
sion in a dynamic translator for embedded systems with scratchpad
memory and describe approaches to minimize the expansion. They
also developed methods to avoid expensive code retranslation by
compressing translated code [2]. This past work focused on how
to effectively utilize code cache space and avoid eviction of impor-

tant code. Our value pooling techniques are a form of code cache
management: The techniques arrange data and code to improvelo-
cality and reduce TLB pressure, rather than reduce evictionand/or
retranslation cost. Therefore, our techniques provide performance
benefits whether or not an unbounded code cache is being used.

Ruiz-Alvarez and Hazelwood [14] comprehensively used per-
formance monitors and simulation to evaluate the effects oftwo
dynamic binary instrumenters on the caches and TLBs of x86 sys-
tems. Their findings agree with ours: DBT significantly and nega-
tively affects both caches and TLBs. However, techniques toreduce
these effects are not given. We provide novel approaches that miti-
gate the performance impact of DBT on caches and TLBs. Maebe
et al. [13] built a dynamic binary translator for x86 that handles the
mixing of code and data, similar to what occurs in ARM binaries.
Hazelwood and Klauser [9] built a dynamic binary instrumenter for
ARM and evaluated its performance using SPEC2000 benchmarks
and an earlier ARM implementation (StrongARM-1110).

6. Conclusion
This paper described how to handle the ARM’s instruction setand
microarchitecture challenges for dynamic binary translation. It de-
scribed methods both to address the ARM’s exposed PC and to
carefully tune a dynamic binary translator to instruction set and
cache/TLB subtleties. From hardware profiling, the sourcesof DBT
overhead were identified. Based on this study, novel techniques
were developed to improve cache and TLB locality, includingfrag-
ment pooling, page pooling, page pooling on code pages, and
paged translator re-entry. These techniques were implemented in
the Strata DBT system. With a configuration that has been shown
to be good for general-purpose systems, Strata had an average 2.02
slowdown on the MiBench benchmark suite. The same translator,
carefully tuned for ARM and with the overhead reduction tech-
niques enabled, had a 1.31 average slowdown (a 54% improvement
over the general-purpose configuration).
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